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Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 25
Author: Applegate, Katherine
Title: The story of two American generals Benjamin O. Davis, Jr. and Colin L. Powell by Katherine Applegate
City: Milwaukee Wis
Publisher: Gareth Stevens Publishers
Short Title: The story of two American generals Benjamin O. Davis, Jr. and Colin L. Powell by Katherine Applegate
Accession Number: OCLC: 32508784
Call Number: LCCN: 95-16600
LC: E840.4; Dewey: 355/.092;
Keywords: african american air pilots
black pilots
Name of Database: WorldCat
Database Provider: OCLC
Language: English

Reference Type: Electronic Book
Record Number: 23
Author: Davis, Benjamin O.; Inc, NetLibrary
Title: Benjamin O. Davis, Jr., American an autobiography
Publisher: Smithsonian Institution Press
Electronic Resource Number: LC: UG626.2.D37; Dewey: 358.4/0092
Accession Number: OCLC: 45733043
Keywords: african american air pilots
Accession Number: OCLC: 27491154
Call Number: LC: U53.D384
Keywords: african american air pilots  
black pilots  
character
Abstract: Using archival film footage and photos, gives a brief survey of the life of  
General Benjamin O. Davis, Jr., the first Afro-American to graduate from West Point in  
the 20th century. Shows General Davis' lecture at the Smithsonian Institution National  
Air and Space Museum on Feb. 5, 1991. The General recounts his days at West Point,  
his experiences at the Tuskegee Institute, his leadership of the all-black Tuskegee  
Airmen in aerial combat in World War II, and other highlights of his military career.

Notes: Participants: Host, Felix C. Lowe./ Lecture recorded Feb. 5, 1991, NASM,  
Langley Theater. Class Descriptors; Dewey: B Responsibility: Felix C. Lowe, director;  
Andrew Ferguson, Jr., executive producer. Editor, Randy Bernhardt.
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Reference Type: Government Report or Document
Record Number: 8
Author: Fielder, John H.; Birsch, Douglas
Title: The DC-10 case: a study in applied ethics, technology, and society
Publisher: State University of New York Press
ISSN/ISBN: ISBN: 0791410870 (hardcover); 0791410889 (paper)
Accession Number: Accession No: OCLC: 24376534
Keywords: ethics in aviation
Abstract: Contents: Ethical analysis of case studies / John H. Fielder -- Regulatory and  
institutional framework -- High risks, sinking fortunes / John Newhouse -- Floors, doors,  
latches, and locks / John Fielder -- The 1970 ground testing incident / Paul Eddy, Elaine  
Potter, and Bruce Page -- National Transportation Safety Board report on the Windsor  
incident -- The Applegate memorandum / Paul Eddy, Elaine Potter, and Bruce Page --  
Fat, dumb, and happy: the failure of the FAA / Paul Eddy, Elaine Potter, and Bruce  
Page -- Compliance with service bulletin SB 52-37 -- Conclusions of the U.S. Senate  
oversight hearings and investigation of the DC-10 aircraft -- French government report  
on the 1974 Paris crash. Engineers who kill: professional ethics and the paramountcy of  
public safety / Kenneth Kipnis -- Whistleblowing, ethical obligation, and the DC-10 /  
Douglas Birsch -- What is Hamlet to McDonnel Douglas or McDonnell Douglas to  
Hamlet? DC-10 / Peter French. Commentary / Homer Sewell -- Statement of John C.  
Brizendine, president, Douglas Aircraft Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation --  
National Transportation Safety Board report on the 1979 Chicago crash -- The DC-10: a  
special report / McDonnell Douglas -- Two models of professional responsibility / Martin  
Curd and Larry May -- National Transportation Safety Board report on the 1989 Sioux  
City crash -- The 1989 Sioux City crash / John Fielder -- Statement of Ralph Nader.  
Aviation safety: management improvement needed in FAA's airworthiness directive
program -- The FAA, the carriers, and safety / Charles Perrow -- International Airline Passengers Association critique of the DC-10 -- Moral responsibility for engineers / Kenneth D. Alpern. Commentary / Andrew Oldenquist. Commentary / Samuel C. Florman.

URL: http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip054/2004027232.html
Name of Database: WorldCat
Database Provider: OCLC
Language: English

Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 39
Author: Films, Vignette
Year: 1966
Title: Gen. Benjamin O. Davis, Jr.: American guardian

City: Los Angeles
Publisher: Film Associates of California

Short Title: Gen. Benjamin O. Davis, Jr.: American guardian

Format: filmstrip 35 mm
Accession Number: OCLC: 4997920
Call Number: LC: E185.96; Dewey: 923
Keywords: african american air pilots
black pilots
minority pilots
Abstract: Traces the life and achievements of General Benjamin O. Davis, Jr., noting his distinguished service as a commander of both all-Negro and integrated military forces.
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Reference Type: Journal Article
Record Number: 48
Author: Glines, Carroll V.
Title: The red-tailed fighters: the men of the 99th and 332nd battled against two enemies, the Nazis and prejudice
Journal: Retired officer magazine
Short Title: Tuskegee airman: rising to the challenge
Accession Number: OCLC: 27956597
Keywords: african american air pilots
ethics in aviation
URL: http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/cph.3g04335
Name of Database: WorldCat
Database Provider: OCLC
Language: English

Reference Type: Thesis
Record Number: 9
Author: Grady, Walter Anthony; University, Air
Year: 1992-1993
Title: The moral domain of war a view from the cockpit
Academic Department: School of Advanced Airpower Studies
City: Maxwell AFB, AL
University: Air University, Air Command and Staff College
Short Title: The moral domain of war a view from the cockpit
Electronic Resource Number: GPO Item No: 0422-K-02 (online)
Accession Number: OCLC: 53293040
Call Number: D 301.26/6-9:2004002645
Keywords: ethics in aviation
URL: http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS39003
http://aupress.au.af.mil/SAAS%5FTheses/Grady/grady.pd

Name of Database: WorldCat
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Reference Type: Thesis
Record Number: 10
Author: Lash, Lewis W.
Title: A study of values of supervisory aspirants in a major commercial aviation firm
Academic Department: Center for the Study of Administration
University: Nova University
Degree: DBA
Short Title: A study of values of supervisory aspirants in a major commercial aviation firm
Accession Number: OCLC: 59224579
Keywords: ethics in aviation
Notes: Presented as the author's professional research project (DBA)- Nova University.
Open to researchers under library restrictions./ Includes bibliographic references
(leaves 125-134).
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Reference Type: Audiovisual Material
Record Number: 11
Author: Lindbergh, Anne Morrow; Sevareid, Eric
Title: Anne Morrow Lindbergh tells about first meeting her husband, courtship, marriage, primitive aviation, his character
Short Title: Anne Morrow Lindbergh tells about first meeting her husband, courtship, marriage, primitive aviation, his character
Accession Number: OCLC: 24258202
Keywords: character, ethics in aviation
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Language: English

Reference Type: Book
Record Number: 12
Author: Patankar, Manoj S.; Brown, Jeffrey P.; Treadwell, Melinda D.; England, Publication Aldershot; Burlington, V. T.; Ashgate, Year Description xviii p ill; cm
Title: Safety ethics: Cases from aviation, healthcare, and occupational and environmental health
City: Aldershot, England/Burlington VT
Publisher: Ashgate
Short Title: Safety ethics: Cases from aviation, healthcare, and occupational and environmental health
Accession Number: OCLC: 57143532
Call Number: National Library: 013125072; 101234420; LCCN: 2004-27232
LC: T55; Dewey: 658.4/08; NLM: 2005 F-367; WA 485
Keywords: ethics in aviation, character
Abstract: Contents: Introduction to ethical decision-making / Manoj S. Patankar -- Ethical challenges in aviation maintenance / Manoj S. Patankar -- Aviation maintenance environment: The context for ethical decisions / Manoj S. Patankar -- Ethical responsibilities of educators, regulators, and professional organizations in aviation / Manoj S. Patankar -- Ethical dilemmas in healthcare / Jeffrey P. Brown -- Key themes in healthcare safety dilemmas / Jeffrey P. Brown -- Ethical responsibilities of educators, regulators, and professional organizations in healthcare / Jeffrey P. Brown -- Ethical challenges in occupational and environmental health / Melinda D. Treadwell -- Cases from occupational and environmental health / Melinda D. Treadwell -- Ethical responsibilities of educators, regulators, and professional organizations in occupational and environmental health / Melinda D. Treadwell.
Notes:

URL: http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip054/2004027232.html table of contents
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Reference Type: Thesis
Record Number: 14
Author: Reese, Ned S.
Title: A measure of decision making ethics within the aviation and aerospace industry
University: Oklahoma State U.
Degree: DEd
Short Title: A measure of decision making ethics within the aviation and aerospace industry
Accession Number: OCLC: 47933807
Keywords: ethics in aviation
Name of Database: WorldCat
Database Provider: OCLC
Language: English

Reference Type: Government Report or Document
Record Number: 16
Author: Russell, Valerie; Bruce, Willa M.
Title: NASA and ethics: an annotated bibliography
Department: Institute, Aviation
Publisher: University of Nebraska at Omaha
ISSN/ISBN: LCCN: 98-120384
Accession Number: OCLC: 35966083
LC: TL522.N2; Dewey: 354.79/0973
Keywords: ethics in aviation
Name of Database: WorldCat
Database Provider: OCLC
Language: English